Four Leaves — design Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby, 2010

“Four Leaves is an intelligent product that will extruded aluminium, giving the entire piece a
fit happily into any space, public or private.
natural polished finish.”
A coat stand should look fantastic both
dressed and undressed, and it was with
Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby
this in mind that we chose to avoid any
functionalism or whimsy.
The project developed through hundreds of
sketches and models, until we found the
answer: a shape that was so simple it felt
as though it had evolved rather than been
designed.
The ‘leaves’ hold coats perfectly, and the
arms serve as little rails for hangers.
The base, head and optional umbrella ring
are die-cast in aluminium, while the pole is in
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Four Leaves — design Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby, 2010
Technical Sheet
Coat stand
Also available with umbrella stand.
Material: base and coat hanger in die-cast
aluminium, polished or painted. Frame in
aluminium tube, polished or painted.
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Magis logo is stamped on each product of our
collection vouching for their originality.
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Matt colour
White 5110

Matt colour
Black 5130
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The information included in this product sheet are based on the last data in our current
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Finish
Polished Aluminium

Designer

Edward Barber &
Jay Osgerby
Internationally acclaimed designers Edward
Barber and Jay Osgerby founded their
eponymous studio in 1996 after graduating
with Master’s degrees in Architecture from
The Royal College of Art in London.
Barber and Osgerby’s research-led
practice has developed collections for
many international companies, whilst also
producing edition furniture and one-off works
for both private and public commissions.
They have lectured internationally and their
work is held in permanent collections around
the world.
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